A hot wire probe has been developed for use inside a transmission electron microscope to measure the thermal resistance of individual nanowires, nanotubes, and their contacts. No microfabrication is involved. The probe is made from a platinum Wollaston wire and is pretensioned to minimize the effects of thermal expansion, intrinsic thermal vibrations, and Lorentz forces. An in situ nanomanipulator is used to select a particular nanowire or nanotube for measurement, and contacts are made with liquid metal droplets or by electron-beam induced deposition. Detailed thermal analysis shows that for best sensitivity, the thermal resistance of the hot-wire probe should be four times that of the sample, but a mismatch of more than two orders of magnitude may be acceptable. Data analysis using the ratio of two ac signals reduces the experimental uncertainty. The range of detectable sample thermal resistances spans from approximately 10 3 to 10 9 K / W. The probe can also be adapted for measurements of the electrical conductance and Seebeck coefficient of the same sample. The probe was used to study a multiwalled carbon nanotube with liquid Ga contacts. The measured thermal resistance of 3.3ϫ 10 7 K / W had a noise level of approximately ±3% and was repeatable to within ±10% upon breaking and re-making the contact.
I. INTRODUCTION
The thermal properties of nanowires and nanotubes can differ greatly from their bulk counterparts, impacting such diverse applications as lasers, transistors, sensors, and thermoelectric energy conversion. For example, due to increased phonon scattering at the boundaries, the thermal conductivity of a silicon nanowire may be reduced by a factor of 100 or more compared to bulk silicon. 1 Carbon nanotubes, on the other hand, can have extremely high thermal conductivity in the axial direction [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] due to their stiff bonds and reduced phonon scattering. In many practical applications, the dominant thermal resistance is that of the contacts between nanowires, nanotubes, and their substrates. This thermal contact resistance issue is only beginning to be studied experimentally at the level of individual nanowires and nanotubes.
Experimental measurements of the thermal conductivity ͑or thermal resistance͒ of an individual nanowire or nanotube, including contacts, are challenging due to ͑1͒ the large thermal resistance of the sample, requiring the probe to have high levels of thermal isolation to minimize heat leakage; ͑2͒ the need for stable, repeatable thermal contact to the ends of the sample; and ͑3͒ the difficulty in aligning the sample to the thermal probe and in determining the geometry and morphology of the sample and its contacts. Previous solutions to these challenges have been based on microfabrication. In one approach, slender beams of silicon nitride support two platforms that are patterned with heaters and resistance thermometers. 1, 2, 5, 7, 8 A single nanowire or nanotube is deposited between the two platforms using a drop-dry technique, or is grown in situ. In another approach, electron-beam li-thography is used to pattern a very thin suspended metallic line heater, which is also used to measure temperature. 3 A manipulation probe inside a scanning electron microscope ͑SEM͒ is used to suspend a nanotube between the line heater and a heat sink. A third approach uses dielectrophoresis or direct growth to suspend a carbon nanotube across prepatterned metal electrodes. 4, 6 By assuming the nanotube to be a diffusive conductor, its thermal conductivity can be extracted using either dc or 3 methods. In almost all cases, the contacts are improved by local deposition of carbon and/or metal, using an electron-beam or ion-beam technique.
Here, we present a hot-wire probe for thermal measurements of nanowires and nanotubes and their contacts inside a transmission electron microscope ͑TEM͒, without the need for any microfabrication.
9,10 The TEM enables atomic-level accuracy in determining the geometry of the sample and its contacts, and by using the probe in concert with a nanomanipulator 11 inside the TEM, we have great flexibility to select an arbitrary nanowire or nanotube for measurement, to change its morphology, 5, 12 and to test repeatability. Below we begin by discussing the detailed thermal design of the hot-wire probe, including the effects of radiation, dc and ac measurement techniques, and the ultimate limits of sensitivity. Then, the mechanical design of the hot-wire probe is discussed, including thermal expansion effects and the need for pretensioning. Next, we describe two techniques for improving the thermal and electrical contacts: using liquid metal droplets and electron-beam induced deposition ͑EBID͒. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of the probe by repeatedly measuring the thermal resistance of a single carbon nanotube ͑CNT͒ plus its Ga contacts, and show that, in principle, the probe can measure the electrical resistance and Seebeck coefficient of the nanotube as well.
Because the techniques described in this article apply equally well to measurements of a nanowire ͑NW͒ or nanotube ͑NT͒, the terms "NW" and "NT" should be treated interchangeably below.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLE
The basic hot wire probe is a fine metal wire stretched tight and anchored between two electrodes, which also act as heat sinks, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The thermal resistance of the hot wire ͑HW͒ is R th,HW = L/kS, ͑1͒
where k is the thermal conductivity of the hot wire, S is its cross-sectional area ͑assumed constant͒, and L is the length of the hot wire between the two electrodes. As will be detailed later, to minimize the uncertainty in the thermal measurement, it is important that the thermal resistance of the hot wire be comparable to the thermal resistance of the NT under test, typically around 10 7 -10 8 K/W. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The microfabricated probes of Shi et al. 13 and Fujii et al. 3 have similar requirements for approximate thermal matching, which dictates test structures with slender beams of very high aspect ratio. Here we achieve the same high thermal isolation resistance without microfabrication by using a commercially available Wollaston wire.
14 Wollaston wire consists of a very fine core of Pt or PtRh ͑typical core diameters of 0.5-20 m͒ encased in a much larger silver sheath ͑typical outer diameter of 50 m͒. A nitric acid etch removes the sheath from a select region, exposing the core. Wollaston wire is normally used in hot-wire anemometry, 15 and has also been adapted as a thermal probe for atomic force microscopy. 16 Because of the small diameter and large aspect ratios available, the thermal isolation resistance of Wollaston wire-based probes can be comparable to or even larger than the microfabrication-based FIG. 1. ͑Color online͒ A hot-wire probe for thermal measurements of nanowires and nanotubes. ͑a͒ A hot wire probe mounted inside a TEM. ͑b͒ TEM images of the hot wire, STM tip, and a CNT. ͓͑c͒-͑e͔͒ Using the STM tip to remove a particular CNT from a large sample. The bond between the CNT and the STM tip is improved by using liquid metal droplets or by electron-beam induced deposition. ͑f͒ Baseline thermal measurement of the average temperature of the hot wire for a given amount of joule heating. The hot wire is used as both a heat source and a resistance thermometer. ͑g͒ After contacting the CNT + STM assembly to the midpoint of the hot wire, for the same amount of joule heating the average temperature of the hot wire is reduced, which is related to the heat conducted through the CNT.
probes. In this work, we focus on a hot-wire probe with a thermal resistance of R th,HW = 3.9ϫ 10 6 K/W ͑made from Pt Wollaston wire 3 m in diameter and 2 mm in length͒, while hot-wire probes with thermal resistances of R th,HW ϳ 7 ϫ 10 8 K / W or larger should also be practical ͑e.g., using PtRh Wollaston wire, 0.5 m ϫ 5 mm͒.
The hot-wire probe is mounted inside a TEM ͑JEOL 2010F͒ on a special sample holder with nanomanipulation capabilities. 11 This nanomanipulator can position a scanning tunneling microscope ͑STM͒ tip with Ångstrom-level accuracy in three dimensions, and is normally used to probe current and voltage with very high spatial resolution. With the addition of our hot-wire probe, this equipment can be used to measure the thermal resistance of an individual NT using a T-bridge method similar to that of Fujii et al. 3 Figures 1͑c͒-1͑g͒ show the basic concept. Prior to the thermal resistance measurement, the nanomanipulator is used to position the STM tip at one end of a single NT ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The STM tip is bonded to the NT ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒, the base of the NT is cut free ͑by pulling, self-heating, or e-beam cutting͒, and then the STM+ NT assembly is removed ͓Fig. 1͑e͔͒. The thermal measurement then proceeds in two steps. The first step ͓Fig. 1͑f͔͒ is a baseline measurement: An electrical current is used to heat the bare hot-wire probe, and the resulting average temperature rise is measured through the change in the resistance of the hot wire. Then, the free end of the NT+ STM assembly is contacted to the midpoint of the hot wire ͓Fig. 1͑g͔͒. For the same amount of joule heating in the hot wire, the average temperature of the hot wire is reduced because some of the heat conducts out through the NT and into the STM heat sink. Thus, as detailed in the next section, measurements of the temperature of the hot wire both with and without the NT contacting it allow us to determine the NT's thermal resistance.
III. THERMAL DESIGN OF THE HOT WIRE PROBE

A. Solution of the heat equation
We begin with the steady, one-dimensional heat equation for the hot wire, neglecting convection and radiation,
Here, Q is the joule heating dissipated in the hot wire and T͑x͒ is the local temperature of the hot wire at a position x, measured from the midpoint of the hot wire. One end of a nanotube of thermal resistance R th,NT is placed at the midpoint of the hot wire, and the other end of the NT is anchored to the STM tip, which is treated as a heat sink at the ambient temperature T ϱ . This boundary condition can be expressed as
͑3͒
where it is also required that T͑0 + ͒ = T͑0 − ͒. Any thermal contact resistance acts in series with the nanotube thermal resistance, increasing the apparent R th,NT . Because both ends of the exposed Pt core of the hot wire are in intimate contact with its Ag sheath, for the other boundary condition we assume
As shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , the solution of Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒ is
where we have introduced the ratio of thermal resistances ␥ ϵ R th,HW 4R th,NT . ͑6͒
Assuming that the hot wire is homogenous, its electrical resistance R e is given by
where is the average temperature rise of the hot wire above T ϱ , ␣ is the temperature coefficient of resistivity, and R e0 is the "cold-wire" resistance at T = T ϱ . This expression assumes that the temperature excursions are small enough for ␣ to be treated as a constant. The average temperature of the profiles of Eq. ͑5͒ is given by 
which is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ and is equivalent to the expression given by Fujii et al. 3 Note that resistance thermometry using the hot wire reveals the average hot-wire temperature rather than the temperature at x = 0, the NT endpoint. These two temperatures are related through
Thus, by measuring the temperature rise as a function of power, and knowing R th,HW , Eq. ͑8͒ allows us to determine ␥ and calculate the thermal resistance of the nanotube from Eq.
͑6͒.
The above analysis assumes that the junction between the NT and the hot wire is perfectly centered at the hot-wire midpoint. If the actual junction is located at some small offset x = l rather than at x = 0, the temperature change caused by contacting the NT to the hot wire will be smaller than if the contact were made at x = 0. We show in Appendix A that the fractional error in changes of is approximately 8͑l / L͒ 2 . Thus, the above analysis is still a good approximation ͑the errors in ⌬ are less than 10%͒ as long as the offset ͉l͉ is less than about 0.112 times the total hot-wire length L. Larger offsets can be accounted for using the analysis of Appendix A.
B. Thermal matching is required for good sensitivity
The analysis of Eq. ͑8͒ and Fig. 2͑b͒ reveals an important condition for this technique to work well: R th,HW needs to be approximately matched to R th,NT in order for the measured temperature to have good sensitivity to variations in R th,NT . In other words, to achieve a sensitive measurement of R th,NT , small changes in R th,NT should cause large changes in . We quantify this concept by defining a dimensionless sensitivity as the ratio of the relative change in to the relative change in R th,NT ,
where BL is the average temperature of the hot wire before contacting it with the NT ͓i.e., a "baseline" ͑BL͒ temperature͔, ␦ is the change ͑or uncertainty͒ in the measured temperature, and ␦R th,NT is the change ͑or uncertainty͒ in the calculated R th,NT . A configuration with high sensitivity is desirable to minimize the relative uncertainty in R th,NT . Applying this definition of s to Eq. ͑8͒, we find that the sensitivity is related to the thermal resistances through
The inverse of this equation has the two roots:
This s͑␥͒ dependence is depicted in Fig. 2͑c͒ . The sensitivity approaches zero in the limit of very large and very small R th,NT , and s͑␥͒ = s͑␥ −1 ͒. The best sensitivity is for R th,HW =4R th,NT .
We now consider the experimental uncertainty when R th,HW is not equal to 4R th,NT . As a representative example, consider a measurement to determine R th,NT with an uncertainty of 20% or better. We limit the baseline temperature rise to BL = 20 K and assume our temperature uncertainty to be ␦ = 0.03 K ͑justified later͒. To keep ␦R th,NT / R th,NT Ͻ 20%, Eq. ͑10͒ shows that s should be greater than 0.0075, and so Eq. ͑12͒ and Fig. 2͑c͒ show that we must ensure 0.0102Ͻ ␥ Ͻ 98.0. Thus, in this example R th,NT must be estimated prior to the experiment to within a factor of 98 of its true value in order to design the hot-wire probe with appropriate R th,HW . That is, the hot-wire probe will be designed for ␥ = 1 based on the estimated R th,NT . As long as the true R th,NT is within a factor of 98 of the estimate, the true value of ␥ will be between 0.0102 and 98, and the uncertainty in R th,NT will be less than 20%. In the best case ͑i.e., perfect thermal matching, ␥ =1͒, s = 3 / 16, and Eq. ͑10͒ shows that the uncertainty in R th,NT would be improved to 0.8%.
Thus, for the conditions assumed above, our present 3 m ϫ 2 mm Pt hot-wire probe would be appropriate for measuring NTs of thermal resistance between approximately 1 ϫ 10 4 to 1 ϫ 10 8 K / W, while a 0.5 m ϫ 5 mm PtRh hotwire probe would be appropriate for 2 ϫ 10 6 K/WϽ R th,NT Ͻ 2 ϫ 10 10 K/W.
C. ac measurements
The results in Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑8͒ were derived for steady ͑dc͒ joule heating. However, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, it is advantageous to use lock-in detection of the periodic response to an ac forcing, with 13 or without a dc offset. Furthermore, because of the strong magnetic fields inside the TEM, to minimize transverse movements of the hot wire caused by Lorentz forces, it is helpful to use ac frequencies much faster than the mechanical resonance frequency of the hot wire.
Our hot-wire probe is part of a broad class of experiments that use a uniform wire or line heater for both joule heating and temperature sensing. The electrical response of such systems has already been analyzed in general terms using thermal and electrical transfer functions. 17 Consider a sinusoidal driving current I͑t͒ at angular frequency 1 and root-mean-square amplitude I 1,rms , I͑t͒ = ͱ 2I 1,rms sin͑ 1 t͒.
͑13͒
For transfer functions with negligible out-of-phase components, it was shown that the in-phase voltage at the first harmonic ͑the "1" voltage͒ is
where Re indicates the real part and the thermal transfer function Z͑͒ is defined as the ratio of the average temperature rise at frequency to heating also at ,
In the low-frequency limit, the thermal transfer function for the hot-wire probe is found from Eq. ͑8͒,
which applies as long as the joule heating fluctuates slowly compared to the thermal diffusion time along the length of the hot wire, Ϸ L 2 / K, where K is the thermal diffusivity of the hot wire ͑K = 2.5ϫ 10 −5 m 2 / s for Pt at 300 K, so Ϸ 0.16 s͒. In the high-frequency limit, the heating period is so brief that the amplitude of the characteristic temperature rise becomes negligible, and thus
Consideration of the full frequency-dependent solution for a hot wire with no bridging NT ͑Ref. 17͒ shows that the lowfrequency limit is a good approximation for 1 Ͻ K /2L 2 , while the high-frequency limit corresponds approximately to 1 Ͼ 50K / L 2 . Allowing for the possibility that R th,NT Ӷ R th,HW requires increasing the high-frequency cutoff to 200K / L 2 . For our 2 mm long Pt hot wire, the low-and highfrequency cutoffs for the driving current are approximately 0.5 and 200 Hz, respectively. The thermal transfer function for intermediate frequencies is a more complicated function of the properties of the NT and hot wire, but this regime is easily avoided by selecting the appropriate frequency of the driving current.
Substituting the thermal transfer function defined in by Eqs. ͑16͒ and ͑17͒ into Eq. ͑14͒, we find the sinusoidal voltage in the limiting cases of low frequency,
and high frequency,
the only difference being the numerical coefficient of the second term. Physically, this difference is because a very high-frequency ac forcing causes only dc heating, while a very low-frequency ac forcing causes both dc heating and ac heating, both of which are tracked by the hot wire quasistatically. The same methods 17 give the 3 voltage in the lowfrequency limit,
͔.
͑20͒
In the high-frequency limit, the 3 voltage goes to zero. In either the low-or high-frequency limit, the measured current and voltage are used to determine the thermal resistance of the NT. First a baseline measurement without the NT can be used to determine the thermal resistance of the hot wire. For example, the calculated temperature rise rms = ͑V 1,rms / I 1,rms − R e0 ͒ / ␣R e0 can be plotted as a function of the average heat input Q av = I 1,rms 2 R e0 . The resulting slope gives R th,HW ,
where the 1 resistance is defined as R 1 = V 1,rms / I 1,rms and the coefficient of 8 corresponds to the low-frequency limit, with the high-frequency limit having a coefficient of 12 instead. After contacting the NT+ STM assembly to the midpoint of the hot wire, the new slope ‫ץ͑‬ rms / ‫ץ‬Q av ͒ NT is related to the thermal resistance of the NT through
where we have introduced the normalized change in slopes
͑23͒
Equations ͑22͒ and ͑23͒ apply in both the low-frequency and high-frequency limits, but not for intermediate frequencies
Using the ratios of slopes in Eq. ͑23͒ has the important benefit of canceling out the numerical prefactors as well as quantities such as ␣ and R e0 , thus reducing the number of parameters contributing to experimental uncertainty. In fact, once R th,HW is known, the only other quantities necessary to determine R th,NT are the measured current and voltage.
D. Lorenz number considerations
Although it is desirable to optimize the hot-wire geometry to provide a larger voltage output for a given temperature rise, for metallic hot wires it turns out that the relationship between and the voltage across the hot wire is nearly independent of the hot-wire geometry and material. This surprising result can be understood as follows. Focusing on dc heating for simplicity, the average temperature rise of the hot wire ͑without a NT͒ is given by Eq. ͑8͒ as = QR th,HW /12. ͑24͒
The heating can be expressed as
which, when combined with Eq. ͑24͒, gives = V 2 R th,HW /12R e0 . ͑26͒
Finally, because the hot wire is metallic, we apply the Wiedemann-Franz law,
where is the electrical conductivity of the hot wire, Lo is the Lorenz number, and T is the average absolute temperature of the hot wire. Therefore,
Thus, the voltage for a given is independent of all geometric factors and, to the extent that the Lorenz number can be considered approximately constant for metals, independent even of the choice of the hot-wire material. For quick calculations, it is convenient to express this baseline temperature rise as
where the characteristic voltage of 9.4 mV assumes a 300 K ambient and the standard value of 2.45ϫ 10 −8 V 2 /K 2 for the Lorenz number.
Equation ͑29͒ shows that for typical room-temperature experiments with of approximately 1 -10 K, the voltages across the metallic hot wire will range from approximately 10 to 30 mV, regardless of the hot-wire geometry or material. Voltages in this range are convenient for experiments. Because the typical electrical resistance of the hot wire ranges from about 30 to 300 ⍀, the currents involved are also convenient ͑about 30 A to 1 mA͒.
E. Effects of radiation
The analysis of Eqs. ͑2͒-͑8͒ neglected radiation losses from the hot wire. As detailed in Appendix B, ignoring radiation losses leads to a fractional error in the temperature, , of
where ␤ is the fin parameter,
Here, D is the wire diameter and h rad is a linearized heat transfer coefficient for radiation,
where rad is the emissivity of the hot wire, SB is the StefanBoltzmann constant, and T is the mean absolute temperature of the hot wire and its surroundings. 18 This expression assumes Ӷ T. For shiny metals such as platinum at 300 K, the emissivity typically ranges from 0.02 to 0.1, and, thus, for typical experiments h rad Ͻ 0.6 W / m 2 K. Equation ͑30͒ shows that we must ensure ␤L Ͻ 1 to keep the error in temperature measurements less than 10%. For our 3 m ϫ 2 mm Pt hotwire probe, ␤L is estimated as 0.22 ͑for rad = 0.1͒, so the fractional error is expected to be less than 0.48%. However, for a more sensitive 0.5 m ϫ 5 mm PtRh hot-wire probe and again assuming rad = 0.1, ␤L would be 1.78, resulting in temperature errors up to 32% if radiation effects are neglected. Thus, radiation corrections at 300 K are negligible for 3 m ϫ 2 mm hot-wire probes but may become significant for more sensitive Wollaston wires or at higher temperatures. In the case of ␤L Ͼ 1, radiation corrections could be made using the methods of Appendix B. These corrections require knowledge of the emissivity, which can, in principle, be calculated through resistance thermometry at high temperatures, where the heat losses from the hot wire are dominated by radiation rather than conduction.
There is a tradeoff when optimizing the thermal design of the hot wire to minimize radiation losses compared to maximizing sensitivity for samples of large R th,NT . This effect is clearly seen by expressing ␤L in terms of R th,HW and eliminating L, ␤L = 2 R th,HW ͱ h rad kD 3 . ͑33͒
The value of R th,HW is already constrained by the need to approximately match the hot wire's thermal resistance to the expected NT thermal resistance. To minimize radiation effects, ␤L should be below 1. Equation ͑33͒ reveals that this is best achieved by designing thin, short Wollaston wires of low thermal conductivity.
IV. MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE HOT-WIRE PROBE
Although the calculations above show that the hot-wire probe has adequate thermal sensitivity, the mechanical design of the hot-wire probe also requires some care.
A. Pretensioning
The thermal design assumes that the hot wire is rigidly fixed throughout the experiment, but in practice the hot wire may deflect due to thermal expansion, intrinsic thermal vibrations, and Lorentz forces. Pretensioning the hot wire is a good way to overcome these mechanical stability issues.
Thermal expansion
The coefficient of thermal expansion ͑CTE͒ of Pt is about 9 ϫ 10 −6 K −1 . For a hot wire of length L = 2 mm and a temperature rise of = 10 K, the change in length would be about ␦L th Ϸ 180 nm if only one end were fixed, ␦L th = L CTE.
͑34͒
However, because both ends are fixed, in the absence of pretension this axial thermal expansion will result in a much larger deflection in the transverse direction, which can be estimated from Euler-Bernoulli beam theory for a buckled column with both ends clamped ͑no rotation͒. 19 The deformed wire will have a shape
where y is the transverse deflection of the wire, with maximum value y 0 . Because y 0 Ӷ L, the total arc length of this curved wire is given by
͑37͒
For our 3 m ϫ 2 mm Pt hot wire at = 10 K, we estimate a transverse deflection of y 0 Ϸ 12 m, which is clearly unacceptable for typical NTs of length ϳ0.5-5 m. To avoid this problem, we pretension the hot wire by more than the anticipated thermal expansion. For a wire in tension, the built-in ͑BI͒ stretch ␦L BI is given by
where BI is the built-in stress and E is the Young's modulus of the hot wire ͑170 GPa for Pt͒. As long as the built-in stretch exceeds the thermal elongation of Eq. ͑34͒, the wire will remain in tension rather than buckling, and no deflections will occur in either the axial or transverse directions. For the present hot-wire probe operating at Ͻ 10 K, the requirement becomes ␦L BI / L Ͼ 9 ϫ 10 −5 Ϸ 0.01%. Because of the small cross-sectional area S of the hot wire, this strain corresponds to a fairly small built-in force,
For example, our hot-wire probe requires only about 100 N of force to achieve a built-in strain of 0.01%. We obtain this pretension with the deadweight approach shown in Fig. 3 . First, a C-shaped frame is prepared by shaping small pieces of glass or quartz with an abrasive cutting wheel. Then, the sheath at one end of an etched Wollaston wire is anchored to the frame with silver epoxy, and a small mass ͑ϳ10-30 mg, such as a short piece of No. 22 AWG wire͒ is epoxied to the sheath at the other end of the hot wire. Next, the frame and hot-wire assembly are gently tilted 90°to orient the hot wire vertically, with the epoxy joint uppermost and the etched portion of the hot wire supporting the weight of the mass. Then, a second small drop of epoxy is applied to the lower support of the frame, anchoring the hot wire. Finally, after the second epoxy joint has cured, the mass can be removed, transferring the load to the epoxy joint. The quality of pretensioning can be observed experimentally inside the TEM by noting the amount of transverse deflection of the hot wire for a given : For a poorly tensioned hot wire, typical transverse deflections are about 50-100 nm/ K, while hot wires with good pretension have deflections of about 2 -5 nm/ K.
Intrinsic thermal vibrations
It is well known that slender beams exhibit intrinsic thermal vibrations, 20, 21 the mechanical analog to the Johnson noise in a resistor. According to this fundamental limit, the standard deviation of the transverse displacement at the hotwire midpoint is approximately
where k B is Boltzmann's constant and c 0 is the effective spring constant for displacements of the midpoint of the hot wire in the lowest vibrational eigenmode. For a pretensioned wire, we use energy methods 21 to obtain the effective spring constant,
For our 3 m ϫ 2 mm Pt hot wire, with 0.03% of built-in strain and 0.01% of thermal strain, the spring constant is c 0 Ϸ 0.6 N / m, leading to negligibly small displacements ͗y 0 ͘Ϸ0.1 nm. For a 0.5 m ϫ 5 mm PtRh hot wire with similar strains, the intrinsic thermal vibrations are still only around 1 nm. However, in the absence of pretension, the effective spring constant is determined by the bending stiffness, 20, 21 and for typical hot wires, we would expect much larger thermal vibrations ranging from ϳ5 nm ͑3 m ϫ 2 mm Pt͒ up to ϳ200 nm ͑0.5 m ϫ 5 mm PtRh͒.
B. TEM-specific issues
The TEM environment poses additional challenges. The hot-wire probe must be only a few millimeters in size in order to fit on the sample holder and clear the TEM pole pieces. The probe materials must be compatible with high vacuum ͓TEM base pressure of ϳ10 −5 Pa ͑ϳ10 −7 Torr͔͒. The probe materials must also be nonmagnetic because of the strong fields inside the TEM. A related concern is the Lorentz forces exerted on a hot wire with flowing current. For typical currents through the hot wire ͑Ͻ2 mA͒, experience with our TEM ͑JEOL 2010F͒ has shown that a hot wire with good pretension is not affected by Lorentz forces as long as the TEM lens is in the low-magnification mode, while in the high-magnification mode the Lorentz forces can break the hot wire. Thus, thermal measurements are only conducted with the TEM in the low-magnification mode, and as a precaution the hot wire is short circuited to itself whenever the TEM is operated in the high-magnification mode. Another strategy is to heat the hot wire with ac at frequencies well above the fundamental mechanical resonance frequency of the hot wire ͑ϳ10-20 kHz͒, avoiding higher harmonics, so that the transverse displacement amplitudes of this second order system fall off as 1 / 2 . Operating at higher frequencies requires more care in the signal processing due to the impact of parasitic capacitances and inductances. Finally, the energy of the electron beam may cause small changes in the temperature of the hot wire, causing artifacts in the thermal measurement. To avoid any such spurious heating, we shift the electron beam away from the hot wire and NT during every measurement. 
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C. Spatial resolution
When removing a NT from a dense sample for measurement ͓Figs. 1͑c͒-1͑e͔͒, this instrument has excellent spatial resolution, limited by the radius of curvature of the STM tip and the positioning accuracy of the nanomanipulator ͑typi-cally subnanometer͒. In principle, the equipment could also be configured to use the nanomanipulator to move the hotwire probe itself, converting this instrument into a lowfrequency scanning thermal microscope ͑SThM͒. 16, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Considering the cylindrical geometry of the hot wire, this SThM configuration would be limited to scanning convex substrates ͑such as ridges, edges, or other wires͒. Microfabricated probes optimized for SThM typically have spatial resolution in the range of 10-100 nm, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] while operating this hotwire probe as an edge-scanning SThM would have a spatial resolution limited by the Wollaston wire radius ͑ϳ250 nm-1.5 m͒. To improve the spatial resolution in the SThM mode, EBID could be used to build up a probe tip at the midpoint of the hot wire.
V. IMPROVING THE CONTACTS
Two approaches have been explored to improve the electrical and thermal contacts between the hot-wire probe, the STM tip, and the nanowires and nanotubes ͑Fig. 4͒.
A. Electron-beam induced deposition
In EBID, the energy of an electron beam is used to decompose a precursor vapor, leading to the deposition of a solid phase. Amorphous carbon was found to give unreliable contacts in preliminary experiments, so subsequent work focused on EBID of tungsten from tungsten hexacarbonyl, W͑CO͒ 6 . Literature reports show that both SEMs and TEMs can be modified for EBID of a variety of shapes in two and three dimensions 27, 28 and that the carbon is also present in the deposited tungsten. Because our TEM lacks dedicated EBID hardware, we place a small, open vessel of powder within a few millimeters of the sample, inside the TEM. The vessels hold about 1 mm 3 of powder and are constructed from folded pieces of Al foil, or capillary tubing coated with conducting epoxy to minimize charging effects. The deposition rate is several nm/s in the regions irradiated by the electron beam ͑focused to a diameter of 30-100 nm͒. The location of the irradiated region is scanned manually to define the contacts ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy ͑EDS͒ of the resulting deposits confirmed that they contained both tungsten and carbon. The sublimation rate of the W͑CO͒ 6 powder is such that the initial rapid deposition rate typically persists for tens of minutes, fading gradually until the powder supply is completely exhausted, which occurs after about 30-60 min. Although the deposition was largely limited to the regions illuminated by the electron beam, in some cases we also observed undesired deposition on nearby solid surfaces as well. Such contamination is visible in Fig.  4͑a͒ as the darkened portion of the carbon NT near its contact to the hot wire.
B. Liquid metals
Liquid metals have been shown to form Ohmic electrical contacts to carbon NTs, 29 and thus may be expected to form good thermal contacts as well. Compared to EBID of W͑CO͒ 6 , liquid metals are advantageous because they possess higher electrical and thermal conductivities and because they can flow and conform to the geometry of the NT, hot wire, and STM tip. Disadvantages of liquid metals include their tendency to become contaminated at their free surface and the difficulty of controlling the quantity and location of the metal. Using a fine wire as a delicate brush, we manually coat a thin layer of liquid metal on the STM tip and/or hot wire prior to an experiment. Once inside the TEM, the STM tip can be manipulated to refine the degree of liquid metal coverage by rubbing, dipping, and/or brushing the tip against any nearby surface. We have observed that passing an electrical current through the liquid metal sometimes causes micron-scale droplets to form, grow, and occasionally shrink, similar to observations described in previous reports. 30 Using this effect, we create fresh droplets of metal with clean surfaces in situ, which are then used to contact a NT from either the NT's end or its side ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒.
VI. MEASUREMENT CIRCUITS
The circuit of Fig. 5͑a͒ is used to measure the thermal resistance of a NT ͑including its contacts͒, using the ac method outlined above. A sinusoidal current source ͑or voltage source with adequate ballast resistance 17 ͒ causes periodic heating of the hot wire, and the resulting voltage drop is detected with a lock-in amplifier. Because this is essentially a two-point resistance measurement, corrections are made for the resistance of the leads, measured separately.
We note that the same hot-wire probe can also be used to study the electrical conductance and Seebeck coefficient of a NT. Using the connections shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ , two-point current-voltage curves of the NT+ contacts are readily obtained. Using the connections shown in Fig. 5͑c͒ , a novel transient method ͑described in Sec. VII B͒ can be used to determine the Seebeck coefficient of the NT+ contacts. Because all of the modifications to the measurement circuits occur outside of the TEM, all these measurements can, in principle, be performed on the same NT, simply by rerouting the electrical signals to the appropriate hardware. 
VII. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A. Thermal resistance
We have demonstrated the capabilities of this hot wire probe by measuring the thermal resistance of a multiwalled carbon NT with liquid Ga contacts. This NT has inner and outer diameters of 7 and 30 nm, respectively, and a length of approximately 380 nm. Figure 6͑a͒ shows the data for a sequence of five thermal measurements. This experiment began ͑step 1͒ with a baseline measurement of the average temperature rise of the hot-wire probe, , as a function of the power dissipated in the hot wire, Q, in the absence of any NT. Then ͑step 2͒ the STM probe with attached NT was placed at the center of the hot-wire probe, and another curve for ͑Q͒ was obtained. Next, ͑step 3͒ the STM+ NT assembly was separated from the hot wire and the baseline measurement was repeated. Then, ͑step 4͒ the STM+ NT was again contacted to the hot-wire probe. Finally, ͑step 5͒ the STM+ NT was removed again, allowing the baseline measurement to be repeated a third time. As shown by the fitted lines, the data for the three baseline measurements are linear with an average slope of 0.6586 K / W, and the data for the two NT measurements are also linear but have a lower average slope of 0.6447 K / W.
It is difficult to evaluate the quality of the fit from the ͑Q͒ curves, as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . The NT measurement is better appreciated by subtracting the best-fit baseline curve of BL = Q ϫ 0.6586 K / W from all of the curves, as shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ , which clearly reveals the difference between the three baseline measurements and the two NT measurements. The average value of the change in slopes is −0.0139 K / W, but the two NT measurements deviate from this value by approximately −10% and +10% ͑steps 2 and 4, respectively͒, as shown in Fig. 6͑b͒ . These deviations are an indication that the repeatability of the thermal contact between the NT and Ga droplets is about ±10%, which includes changes in the effective length of the NT as well as the thermal contact resistance. Focusing on the average slope change of −0.0139 K / W, Eqs. ͑22͒ and ͑23͒ reveal that the FIG. 5 . ͑Color online͒ Electrical circuits for using the hot-wire probe to measure the ͑a͒ thermal resistance, ͑b͒ electrical conductance, and/or ͑c͒ Seebeck coefficient of a single nanowire or nanotube ͑NC = no connection͒.
FIG. 6. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Measured temperature rise of the hot-wire probe as a function of the power dissipated in the hot wire, for a sequence including three baseline measurements and two measurements of a carbon NT with Ga contacts. ͑b͒ The same data after subtracting off the best-fit baseline slope of 0.6586 K / W to better reveal the differences between the two families of data.
normalized change in slopes is = 0.0211, and thus R th,NT / R th,HW = 8.58. Therefore, the thermal resistance of this repeatable combination of NT+ contacts is approximately 3.3ϫ 10 7 K / W. If the contact resistance were negligible, the implied value of the NT thermal conductivity would be only 17 W / m K. This is considerably smaller than the value of around 300-400 W / m K, that might be expected for a NT of this diameter based on the measurements of Ref. 3 ͑lengths around 3 -4 m͒. The difference can be attributed to two effects. First, the thermal contact resistance between the NT and the liquid Ga is likely to be a significant fraction of the total thermal resistance, making this measurement a sensitive probe of the thermal contact resistance. Second, because this NT is very short, it may be in the ballistic rather than the diffusive regime. For single-walled CNTs at room temperature, the transition from diffusive to ballistic behavior is expected to become significant for NTs shorter than about 10 m. 31 Multiwalled CNTs are less well understood, but a similar behavior is expected. In the ballistic regime, the thermal resistance becomes independent of the NT length, while the apparent thermal conductivity becomes proportional to the NT length. The NTs reported in Ref. Figure 6͑b͒ can also be used to estimate the ultimate measurement limits of this particular probe. The standard deviation of the residuals from any one measurement is about 0.03 K, which, using ␣ Ϸ 0.003K −1 , is close to the limits of our lock-in amplifier ͑a single bit of its A/D converter͒. 
Electrical conductance
The circuit of Fig. 5͑b͒ was used to measure currentvoltage curves for a different CNT with Ga contacts. As shown in Fig. 7 , in one configuration ͑case A͒ the CNT contacted a clean Ga surface leading to an Ohmic response with a resistance of 770 k⍀. After breaking the contact and then touching the same CNT to a different region of the Ga some time later ͑case B͒, the I-V curve became strongly nonlinear and the resistance at low-bias increased to over 7 M⍀, suggesting contamination by a thin insulating layer between the Ga and CNT.
Seebeck coefficient
The circuit of Fig. 5͑c͒ can, in principle, be used to measure the Seebeck coefficient of the bridging NT through the two-step transient method depicted in Fig. 8 . 9, 10 This method is somewhat related to Harman's method, 33 though here we use a three terminal approach, and the temperature difference is created by joule heating rather than by Peltier heating.
In the first step, the free end of a NT is contacted to the midpoint of the hot wire and a steady current is passed through the hot wire. The NT and hot wire form a thermocouple junction. The junction is at a steady temperature j0 , which cannot be directly measured but is readily calculated from the measured average hot-wire temperature using Eq. ͑9͒. One leg of the thermocouple is the NT, with unknown Seebeck coefficient S NT , and the other leg is the hot wire, with Seebeck coefficient S HW . For hot wires made from Pt Wollaston wire, the Seebeck coefficient is assumed to be known, either from handbook values or prior calibration. Referring to Fig. 5͑c͒ , the voltage measured between the STM tip and either end of the hot wire contains both an Ohmic term and a Seebeck voltage,
In the second step, the electrical current is set to zero. The Ohmic voltage disappears immediately, and the temperature of the hot wire and NT gradually cool to T ϱ . The time scale for this cooling process is determined by the diffusion of heat along the length of the hot wire, a process that is several orders of magnitude slower than the thermal diffusion time along the length of a NT. During the cooling transient, the magnitude of the voltage decay is
Because S HW is assumed known, the only unknown is S NT .
In practice, the circuit may have small additional dc offset terms that contribute to the right-hand side of Eq. ͑43͒. These additional dc offsets may be due to steady thermoelectric voltages caused by dissimilar metals used elsewhere in the circuit and/or bias errors in the instrumentation. In any case, because these additional offsets are dc, they remain constant during the transient voltage decay and thus do not contribute to the magnitude of the voltage decay given in Eq. ͑44͒. Therefore, any dc offset voltages will not affect the measured V Seebeck , as long as the voltage decay is measured to whatever the constant asymptotic value is, even if this is not actually zero.
This Seebeck measurement technique requires good thermal and electrical contacts for quantitative measurements, as well as a previous measurement or estimate of ␥. ͑This technique actually works better in the common limit of large R th,NT because j0 becomes independent of ␥ for ␥ Ӷ 1.͒ Because this is a new technique, to prove the concept a benchtop experiment was performed using commercial K-type thermocouple wires ͑chromel+ alumel͒. The voltage decay curve is shown in Figs. 8͑b͒ and 8͑c͒ . For the data shown in Fig. 8͑c͒ , the magnitude of the voltage decay is 167 V. The thermal analysis described above was used to calculate the magnitude of the corresponding temperature decay of the junction as j0 = 4.25 K. The implied differential Seebeck coefficient is then 39.2 V / K, which is within 4% of the nominal value of 40.7 V / K, validating the basic approach.
A preliminary attempt to measure the Seebeck coefficient of a carbon NT inside the TEM is shown in Fig. 8͑d͒ . The voltage and temperature decay is about 2 V over about 1 s. However, these data cannot be interpreted quantitatively because the sample measured in this experiment had a large thermal contact resistance and/or size effects on the thermal conductivity due to the diffusive-to-ballistic transition, 31 and thus we cannot accurately quantify what fraction of the calculated temperature drop was across the NT and what fraction was across the contact resistance.
VIII. SUMMARY
We have developed a hot-wire probe for the thermal measurements of nanowires, nanotubes, and their contacts inside a TEM. The probe is based on commercially available Wollaston wire and has a sensitivity comparable to the alternative microfabrication-based approaches used previously for nanowire/nanotube measurements. Using the hot-wire probe inside of a TEM with a special STM nanomanipulation stage is advantageous for rapid sample selection and for determining the sample geometry and contact conditions. The hot wire is pretensioned to overcome the effects of thermal expansion, thermal vibrations, and Lorentz forces. A detailed thermal analysis reveals that the sensitivity of this type of probe is maximized when the thermal resistance of the hot wire is four times the thermal resistance of the sample, with the useful range extending close to three orders of magnitude above and below this optimum ratio ͑the present detection limit is approximately 10 3 K/WϽ R th,NT Ͻ 10 9 K/W͒. By reconfiguring the measurement circuit, we demonstrated that the hot-wire probe can, in principle, also be used to measure the electrical properties ͑two-point measurement͒ and Seebeck coefficient ͑using a new transient method͒ of the same nanotube or nanowire sample, without breaking the vacuum. Techniques for improving the contacts between the STM tip, sample, and hot wire include using liquid metal droplets formed in situ, as well as localized EBID of tungsten. The hot-wire probe was used to measure the thermal resistance of a carbon nanotube with liquid Ga contacts. The measured thermal resistance of 3.3ϫ 10 7 K / W was repeatable to within ±10% upon breaking and reforming the contact, with a noise level of approximately ±3% for any one measurement.
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